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Synopsis(( 26'
Background:(Next\generation'sequencing'methods'have'broad'application'in'addressing ' 27' increasing'antibiotic'resistance,'with'identification'of'antibiotic'resistance'genes'(ARGs) ' 28' having'direct'clinical'relevance.'' 29' Objectives:(Here,'we'describe'the'appearance'of'synthetic'vector\associated'ARGs'in'major ' 30' public'next\generation'sequence'data'sets'and'assemblies,'including'in'environmental' 31' samples'and'high'priority'pathogenic'microorganisms.' 32' Methods:'A'search'of'selected'databases'\'the'National'Centre'for'Biotechnology' 33' Information'(NCBI)'nucleotide'collection,'NCBI'whole'genome'shotgun'sequence'contigs' 34' and'literature\associated'European'Nucleotide'Archive'(ENA) 'datasets, 'was'carried'out'using' 35' sequences'characteristic'of'pUC\family'synthetic'vectors'as'a'query'in'BLASTn.'Identified' 36' hits'were'confirmed'as'being'of'synthetic'origin, 'and'further'explored'through'alignment' 37' and'comparison'to'primary'read'sets.'' 38' Results:(Synthetic'vectors'are'attributed'to'a'range'of'organisms'in'each'of'the'NCBI' 39' databases'searched, 'including'examples'belonging'to'each'Kingdom'of'life.'These'synthetic' 40' vectors'are'associated'with'various'ARGs, 'primarily'those'encoding'resistance'to'beta\ 41' lactam'antibiotics'and'aminoglycosides.'Synthetic'vector'associated'ARGs'are'also'observed' 42' in'multiple'environmental'meta\transcriptome'datasets, 'as'shown'through'analysis'of' 43' associated'ENA'primary'reads, 'and'are'proposed'to'have'led'to'incorrect'statements'being' 44' made'in'the'literature'on'the'abundance'of'ARGs.'' 45'
Conclusions:'Appearance'of'synthetic'vector\associated'ARGs'can'confound'the'study'of' 46' antimicrobial'resistance'in'varied'settings,'and'may'have'clinical'implications'in'the'near\ 47' future. '' 48' ' 49' Body(Text( 50' Introduction(( 51' 'Elevated'and'increasing'rates'of'antimicrobial'resistance'pose'a'significant'challenge, 'in' 52' both'medical'and'agricultural'settings 1 .'The'identification'of'characterised'antibiotic' 53' resistance'genes'(ARGs)'can'allow'for'the'assessment'of'resistance 'status,'and'inform' 54' clinical'practice 2 .'Next\generation'sequence\based'data'(reads,'assemblies)'are'increasingly ' 55' being'used'for'the'identification'of'ARGs, 'and'for'some'pathogens, 'replacing'phenotypic' 56' methods 2, 3 .'These'data'also 'enable'broader'study'of'ARG'abundance'and'dissemination' 57' between'organisms'and'geographic'locations 4, 5 .'Synthetic'ARGs 'have'previously'been' 58' shown'to'contaminate'common'laboratory'reagents 6\9 , 'having'the'potential'to'confound' 59' PCR\based'ARG'identification'in'biological'samples 8\10 .'Here,'we'explore'the'appearance'of' 60' synthetic'ARGs'in'a'range'of'next\generation'sequence\based 'data,'and'comment'on'the' 61' impacts'of'this'appearance'in'several'previous'studies.' 62' ' 63'
Methods( 64'
A'detailed'methods'section'can'be'found'in'the ''Supplementary'Materials'.'In'brief, 'an'initial' 65' focus'was'placed'on'synthetic'vectors'of'the'pUC\family 11 ,'commonly'used'in'molecular' 66' biology'for'the'generation'of'laboratory 'reagents, 'and'which'we'hypothesised'to'be'a' 67' source'of'contamination'in'next\generation'sequence\based'data.''Characteristic'sequences' 68' located'on'the'pUC\family'of'synthetic'vectors'provided'the'basis'of'a'BLASTn'search'of'two' 69' selected'data'sets:''the'NCBI'nucleotide'collection, 'consisting'of'GenBank, 'EMBL, 'DDBJ, 'PDB' 70' and'RefSeq'sequences'but'excluding'expressed'sequence'tags'(ESTs),'(sequence\tagged' 71' sites'(STSs),'genome'survey'sequences'(GSSs),'whole\genome'shotgun'(WGS)'sequences,' 72' transcriptome'shotgun'assembly'(TSA)'sequences,'the'Short'Read'Archive'(SRA) 'and'patent' 73' sequences, 'and'a'second'search'of'the'NCBI'whole'genome'shotgun'contigs'(wgs)'database.' 74' Characteristic'sequences'of'the'pUC\family'initially'included'the'pUC19'origin'of'replication' 75' region'and'beta\lactamase'bla TEM 11 , 'and'later'the'aminoglycoside\3'\phosphotransferase' 76' aph(3) . 'Identified'hits'were'confirmed'as'synthetic'through'analysis'of'associated'genes'and' 77' known'synthetic'vector'structures.'Samples'that'had'associated'metadata'identifying'the' 78' sequences'as'vector\containing, 'or'otherwise'transgenic, 'were'excluded'from'analyses.' 79' Identified'synthetic'vectors'were'aligned, 'and'associated'ARGs'additional'to'blaTEM' 80' identified.'Literature'examples'of'ARGs'appearing'in'unexpected'taxa'were'explored'using' 81' primary'read'sets, 'and'available'assemblies'where' 'Based'on'the'above 'methods, 'synthetic'vector\associated'ARGs(were'identified'in'next\ 86' generation'sequence\based'data'attributed'to'a'broad'range'of'organisms.'Of'those'found' 87' in'the'NCBI'wgs'database, 'examples'of'all'Kingdoms'of'life'were'represented.'A'summary'is' 88' shown'in'Figure'1, 'as'a'phylogenetic'tree'including'organisms'of'the'Archaea, 'Eukarya'and'a' 89' selected'branch'of'the'Prokarya.'Of'those'organisms'identified, 'notable'high'priority' 90' pathogens 12 'include'Staphylococcus4aureus, 'Clostridium4difficile'and'Mycobacterium4 91' tuberculosis4(Table'1, 'Summary'Table'1) . 'Identified'hits'include'biological'samples'prepared' 92' and'sequenced'between'2010\2018,'employing'a'range'of'methods'for'next\generation' 93' sequence'library'preparation,'sequenced'on'various'platforms,'and'from'diverse'geographic' 94' locations'(Supplementary'Table'1) . '' 95' Similarly, 'in'the'NCBI'nucleotide'collection, 'synthetic\vector'associated'ARGs'were' 96' found'broadly, 'with'examples'of'published'genomes'carrying'these'sequences'including'the' 97' wild'tomato'Solanum4pennellii4(HG975449),'the'red'yeast'Xanthophyllomyces4dendrorhous4 98' (LN483254),4and'the'tamar'wallaby'Notamacropus4eugenii4(CR388000). 'A'subset'of'the'hits' 99' in'the'NCBI'nucleotide'collection'included'samples'sequenced'using'BAC'cloning, 'which' 100' could'be'a'possible'non\contaminating'source'of'synthetic'sequences, 'and'so'are'not' 101' considered'further'here.' 102' ' 103'
Synthetic(vectors(harbor(a(range(of(ARGs( 104'
As'well'as'the'targeted'ARG'blaTEM,'numerous'other'synthetic'vector\associated'ARGs' 105' appear'on'identified'contigs'found'in'the'NCBI'wgs'database'(Supplementary'Table'1).' 106'
Frequently'appearing'ARGs'include'aph(3')'associated'with'resistance'to 'aminoglycosides, ' 107' and'tetC, 'associated'with'resistance'to'tetracyclines.'Less'frequently'appearing'ARGs'include' 108' aac(3) '(aminoglycoside'resistance), 'blaCTXAM''(betalactam'resistance), 'ble'(bleomycin' 109' resistance),'catA1'(chloramphenicol'resistance')and'ermB'(macrolide'resistance).'There'is' 110' commonality'here'with'the'synthetic'ARGs 'previously'described'as'contaminating' 111' laboratory'reagents 8 .'Co\occurrences'with'some'of'the'above'ARGs, 'in'particular'blaCTXAM, ' 112' are'hypothesised'to'be'due'to'assembly'artefacts, 'generated'by'the'erroneous'linkage'of'a' 113' synthetic'ARG'carrying'blaTEM'to'chromosomal'location'of'blaTEM'with'a'second'ARG.' 114' ' 115' Geographically(localised(synthetic(vector1associated(ARGs( 116' To'capture'a'broader'set'of'synthetic'vector\associated'ARGs, 'the'above'search'of'the'NCBI' 117' wgs'database'was're\applied'with'a'second'abundant'ARG, 'aminoglycoside\3'\ 118' phosphotransferase'aph(3), 'used'in'place'of'blaTEM.'Identified'hits'with'blaTEM4co\ 119' occurring4were'removed.'This'search'identified'a'comparatively'limited'set'of'organisms'to' 120' which'synthetic'vector\associated'aph(3') 'was'attributed' (Supplementary'Table' 2), 'although' 121' it'was'able'to'identify'synthetic'vectors'in'pathogens'outside'of'the'blaTEM\based'search, ' 122' such'as'Streptococcus4pyogenes4(Supplementary'Table'1) . 'Identified'hits'include'biological' 123' samples'sequenced'between'2009\2018,'with'these'appearing'to'be'geographically' 124' localised'-'the'majority'of'identified'species'having'been'sequenced'in'China'(54%),'and' 125' others'sequenced'in'India'(15%),'USA'(15%),'Germany'(11%),'Chile'(2%)'and'Finland(2%).' 126'
Patterns'in 'regional'and'temporal'appearances'of'synthetic'vector'associated'ARGs'can'be' 127' observed'in'the'above'blaTEM'set'as'well, 'although'these'are'less'pronounced' 128' (Supplementary' 'phylogenetic'groups'in'which'these'synthetic'vector\ 132' associated'ARGs'appear, 'the'commonality'to'synthetic'ARGs'previously'observed'as' 133' contaminating, 'and'the'geographic'and'temporal'distributions'of'synthetic'vector\ 134' associated'ARGs, 'suggest'ongoing'and'widespread'reagent'contamination.'As'mentioned, ' 135' commonly'used'laboratory'reagents'have'been'a'source'of'synthetic'ARG'contamination'in' 136' the'past,'namely'thermostable'Taq'polymerases 6\9 .'In'this'work,'possible'sources'of' 137' contamination'could'appear'as'encoded'proteins'on'the'identified'synthetic'vectors.' As' 138' such, 'reagents'appearing'as'encoded'proteins'and'therefore'contaminating'were'explored, ' 139' and'were'shown'to'include'thermostable'DNA'polymerase'(as'appearing'on' 140' PRLD01000031),'RNAse'I'(as'appearing'on'JNCU01000114)'and'His\tagged'Polynucleotide' 141'
Kinase'(as'appearing'on'PIHF01000021).'In'the'case'of'the'identified'polynucleotide 'kinase' 142' encoding'synthetic'vector, 'contamination'appears'to'be'geographically'localised'to'China' 143' (Supplementary'Table'2) . 'The'above'reagents'are'used'at'various'points'in'sequence' 144' generation 13, 14 , ' and'contamination'of'these'and'potentially'other'reagents'with'synthetic' 145' ARGs'poses'a'challenge'for'the'application'of'next\generation'sequencing'in'clinical' 146' microbiology, 'potentially'confounding'results'and'impacting'on'patient'management 15 .' 147' ' 148'
Literature(examples(of(synthetic(ARG(contamination ( 149' In'light'of'these'findings, 'previous'publications'that'highlight'the'appearance'of'ARGs'in' 150' unexpected'taxa'should'be'reinterrogated.'As'an'example, 'the'finding'of'beta\lactamases'in' 151' Streptococcus4agalactiae4and'Streptococcus4uberis'at'high'frequencies'(>90%)'in'Canada 16 , ' 152' alongside'high'frequencies'of'aminoglycoside'resistance'(100%),'can'be'explained'by 'the' 153' presence'of'a'synthetic'vector'carrying'blaTEM'and'aph(3') ocean'derived'sea'phytoplankton 19 'and'marine'sea'sponges 17 'can'also'be'attributed'to'the' 157' presence'of'synthetic'vectors'carrying'blaTEM4(Supplementary' Figure' 2).'In'the'meta\ 158' transcriptome 'of'open'ocean'derived'sea'phytoplankton, 'blaTEM'co\locates'with'an' 159' encoded'lacZalpha'peptide.'In'the'meta\transcriptome'of'a'sea'sponge, 'blaTEM'co\locates' 160' with'a'pUC\family'origin'of'replication, 'and'in'the'meta\transcriptomes'of'sea'sediments' 161' collected'at'various'depths, 'blaTEM'appears'to'collocate'with'various'synthetic'vector' 162' sequences'(Supplementary' Figure' 2).'These'data'illustrate 'varying'levels'of'contamination' 163' across'samples, 'with'some'providing'sufficient'sequence'coverage'to'recreate'entire' 164' synthetic'vectors'and/or'ARGs, 'and'others'providing'partial'coverage'(Supplementary' 165' Figures'1'and'2) .'These'findings'should'be'considered'when'evaluating'the'abundance'of' 166'
ARGs'in'nature.' 167' ' 168'
Implications(for(diagnostic(microbiology( 169'
Above'we'describe'the'appearance'of 'synthetic'vector\associated'ARGs'in'next\generation' 170' sequences'attributed'to'over'120'microbial'species, ' including'high'priority'pathogens 12 ' 171' (Table' 1).''Evidence'presented'here'supports'the'hypothesis'that'this'appearance'is'due'to' 172' the'ongoing 'and'widespread'contamination'of'reagents'used'in'generating'next\generation' 173' sequences.'As'mentioned,'this'has'direct'relevance'for'the'application'of'next\generation' 174' sequencing'in'clinical'microbiology'for'the'diagnosis'of'antimicrobial'resistance.'In' 175' particular,'this'has'the'potential'to'generate'inaccurate'microbial'genotypic 'information,' 176' potentially'impacting'patient'management'and'outcomes 15.' In'an'effort'to'address'the' 177' possibility'of'synthetic'vector\associated'ARG'contamination,'one'could'seek'to'modify'the' 178' synthetic'ARGs'used'in'molecular'biology'so'that'they'no'longer'reflect'those'found'in' 179' nature.'Other'routes'could'include'additional'quality'checks'during'the'manufacture'of' 180' reagents,'especially'for'those'employed'in'clinical'microbiology 20 ,'or'in'processing'next\ 181' generation'sequence'data.'' 182' ' 183' 
Conclusions( 193'
Here,'to'the'best'of'our'knowledge,'we'report'the'first'description'of'the'appearance 'of' 194' synthetic'vector\associated'ARGs'as'contaminating'sequences'across'a'broad'phylogenetic' 195' space, 'as'shown'in'varied'and'contemporary'next\generation'sequence\based'data'sets'and' 196' assemblies.'This'finding'has'implications'for'the'study 'of'antibiotic'resistance'in'clinical'and' 197' environmental'settings, 'and'as'next\generation'sequencing'becomes'increasingly'applied'in' 198' clinical'microbiology, 'could'also'impact'clinical'decision'making'in'the'near\future.' 199' ' 200' Funding( 201' The'study'was'supported'by'internal'funding. (1) (Pridmore$1987 ,$Jeffrey$and$Joachim$1991 ,$tetracycline$resistance$ (Quigley$and$ 323$ Reeves$1987) ,$chloramphenicol$resistance$ (Chang$et*al.$2015) ,$bleomycin$ 324$ resistance$ (Austin$et*al.$1990) (Song$et*al.$ 330$ 2006 ,$Koncan$et*al.$2007 ,$Chiang$et*al.$2005 ,$Perron$et$al.$2006 ,$Furlan$et*al.$ 331$ 2017 blaTEM$ARG,$originating$in$RSF2124$and$derived$directly$from$pBR322$(Bolivar$et*al.$1977a ,$ 335$ Bolivar$et*al.$1977b (Benes$et*al.$1993 ,$Parke$1990 ,$open$ocean$derived$sea$ 452$ phytoplankton$ $and$marine$sponges$ (Versluis$et*al.$2015) .$ 453$ This$is$unexpected,$with$the$study$authors$stating$'Surprisingly,*in*sea* 454$ bacterioplankton,*the*expression*of*AR*genes*was*more*than*one*order*of* 455$ magnitude*higher*than*in*any*other*ecological*niche.*It*was*comprised*of*two* 456$ highly*similar*β4lactamase*genes,*namely*blaTEM41*and*blaTEM4116…*The* 457$ blaTEM41*gene*is*commonly*present*in*cloning*vectors,*and*therefore*lab* 458$ contamination*can*be*suspected,*however,*this*possibility*is*disputed*by*the* 459$ fact*that*the*gene*is*detected*in*two*separate*marine*metatranscriptome* 460$ datasets*that*have*been*independently*generated.*The*functional*role*of*a*β4 461$ lactamase*in*a*marine*environment*is*yet*unknown.'$ (Versluis$et*al.$2015) .$ 462$
